BIMS LIAISONS NEEDED

Requirements:
- Must be a current sophomore or junior
- Strong communication skills
- Public Speaking Experience
- Willing to dedicate 30–40 hours a semester
- Available to attend Island Days (Saturdays: February 3rd and April 7th)
- Available to attend Summer Orientation sessions

Responsibilities:
- Become knowledgeable of the programs Dr. Gonzales oversees
- Meet with Dr. Gonzales and other BIMS liaisons
- Assist with recruitment of early admission programs
- Communicate information at events
- Attend meetings of BIMS related organizations

Benefits:
- Quality time and access to Dr. Gonzales
- Guaranteed spot for HPAC Interview
- Help develop leadership, communication, and public speaking skills

FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE EMAIL DR. GONZALES AT:
HTTP://SCI.TAMUCC.EDU/LSCI/PREPRO/CONTACT.HTML